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Strategy - Hypersleep Multiball, Movie Missions
● Movie missions - at the beginning of the game you’ll choose either the left or right modes (inserts between slingshots) using

your flipper buttons. I don’t think it really matters which you choose. The 5th mode will always be a 3-phase mode that, if won,
starts a 4-ball multiball.

● Completing missions will award a weapon and completion points are awarded in end-of-ball bonus
● Completing all modes and playing all multiballs (including Save Newt MB which I don’t quite get but you can read about here)

lights the Xenomorph target for the wizard mode - All-Out War.
● 2x Scoring - Spell DROP and SHIP at left and right ramps to start for 20 seconds. The 4th weapon (Pulse Rifle) also awards 2x.
● Weapons are awarded from:

○ Making skill shot at flashing standup target
○ Making all 5 standup targets (2 at Airlock, 2 at right ramp, 1 below right orbit)
○ Completing a mission
○ Mystery award

● Weapons Sequence
○ Weapon 1 - Handgun: +2 Bonus X
○ Weapon 2 - Shotgun: Spots 2 Xenomorph hits
○ Weapon 3 - Smart Gun: Smart Collect. Instantly collects everything currently lit on the playfield
○ Weapon 4 - Pulse Rifle: Instantly starts 2x Scoring
○ Weapon 5 - Flamethrower: Activates the ball saver for 2 seconds.

I don’t know this one well at all but hopefully this PinPal will get you started.🙂

Thank you for supporting Colorado Pinball. Please leave a comment on the game’s PinPal’s page for corrections/additions or you can email Snow Galvin directly.
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